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Abstract 

Understanding the doping mechanism in organic semiconductors and generating 

molecular design rules to control the doping process is crucial to improve the performance of 

organic electronics. Even though controlling the location and orientation of the dopant along the 

semiconductor backbone is an important step in the doping mechanism, studies in this direction 

are scarce as it is a challenging task. To address this, here in, we incorporated π-face masked 

(strapped) units in 1,4-bis(phenylethynylene)benzene (donor) to control the acceptor (dopant) 

location along the trimer, donor-acceptor binding strength, and acceptor ionization. Two strapped 

trimers, PCP and CPC, are synthesized with control over the location of the strapped repeat unit 

in the trimer. The trimers are complexed with 2,3-Dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone 

(DDQ) acceptor in solution. DFT calculations show that DDQ residing on the non-strapped 

repeat unit (percentage of this configuration is at least ca. 73%) has the highest binding energy 

for both PCP and CPC. The percentage of dopant ionization is higher in the case of strapped 

trimers (PCP and CPC) compared to that of linear control trimers (PLP and LPL) and completely 

non-strapped (PPP) trimer. The percentage of dopant ionization increased by 15 and 59% in the 

case of PCP and CPC respectively compared to that of the PPP. 
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Introduction  

Understanding the doping mechanism in organic semiconductors and generating 

molecular design rules to control the doping process has been an active research area for the past 

few decades.1-5 The research in this direction has rejuvenated recently and gained momentum 

with the increased interest toward organic thermoelectrics.6-15 Thermoelectric performance of an 

organic semiconductor depends on its electrical conductivity, and molecular doping is one of the 

common strategies employed to increase the conductivity, hence the thermoelectric performance. 

The molecular doping process commonly involves mixing an electron rich (poor) organic 

semiconductor with an electron deficient (rich) molecule commonly referred to as dopant. A 

charge transfer from the semiconductor to the dopant generates ionized species, which will help 

to enhance the electrical conductivity and thermoelectric performance. Thus, it is crucial to pair a 

semiconductor with the appropriate dopant to achieve maximum ionization of the dopant. 

 
 
Scheme 1. Three donor-acceptor pairs studied in this work. DDQ complex with (left) non-strapped 

donor (PPP); (middle) middle repeat unit strapped donor (PCP); (right) terminal repeat units strapped 

donor (CPC). Green color cylinder is shown around cyclophane to indicate rotation of the cyclophane 

unit create an insulating sheath. The insulating sheath reduces the interaction of acceptor with the 

cyclophane phenyl compared to non-strapped phenyls. Blue and red color arrows indicate most and 

least accessible locations for DDQ along the trimer backbone. Percentage configuration of DDQ 

residing on each of the units is determined using DFT (vide infra) calculations and is shown on the 

arrow. 
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Several organic semiconductors including π-conjugated polymers, oligomers and small 

molecules as well as dopants have been studied to understand the key structural factors that play 

an important role in dopant ionization and the electrical conductivity. 6-15 Unlike the small 

molecule hosts, in the case of oligomer and polymer hosts several binding sites are available for 

dopants to bind. Location and orientation of the dopant along the polymer backbone along with 

distance between the doping sites play a crucial role in determining the doping efficiency and 

conductivity. Recently, Kim and coworkers have shown that for a donor-acceptor copolymer the 

dopant binding strength varies depending on its location on the backbone i.e., the repeat unit with 

which it is interacting.16 Even though controlling the location and orientation of the dopant along 

the polymer backbone is an important step in the doping mechanism, studies in this direction are 

scarce in the literature as it is a challenging task to realize.  

Several research groups including our research group has shown that molecular sheathing 

of a π-conjugated polymer backbone masks the conjugated backbone and hinders interchain 

interactions.17-31 We have shown that cycloalkyl straps not only reduce interchain interactions 

but also reduce photoinduced charge transfer from conjugated polymer backbone to acceptor 

molecules. This has resulted in a reduction of the Stern-Volmer quenching constant of the 

cycloalkyl strapped polymers compared to conventional π-conjugated polymers with pendant 

solubilizing chains.17, 31 Even though the cycloalkyl straps are only masking one of the π-faces of 

the repeat unit, the free rotation of the repeat unit around the polymer axis generates a cylindrical 

insulating sheath around the polymer backbone. The insulating sheath is expected to reduce the 

interaction of acceptor with the cyclophane unit. This prompted us to use the cycloalkyl strap 

containing repeat units to control the binding interactions with dopants as well as ionization of 

dopants.  
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In order to control the binding strength and location of the dopant along the oligomer 

backbone, herein we designed and synthesized PCP (phenyl-cyclophane-phenyl) and CPC 

(cyclophane-phenyl-cyclophane), two strapped 1,4-bis(phenylethynylene)benzene molecules, 

here on called as strapped trimers (Scheme 1). In the PCP the cycloalkyl strapped phenyl repeat 

unit is in the middle whereas in the CPC the strapped phenyl repeat units are at the terminal. A 

PPP (phenyl-phenyl-phenyl) trimer that has no strapped phenyls and two donor trimers (PLP 

[phenyl-linear-phenyl] and LPL [linear-phenyl-linear] also called as linear-trimers) analogous to 

the PCP and CPC but with the linear substituents are synthesized as control trimers and studied 

for comparison. All five trimers (donors) are complexed with 2,3-Dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-

benzoquinone (DDQ) acceptor (dopant) in solution. The percentage of dopant ionization is 

higher in the case of strapped trimers (PCP and CPC) compared to the non-strapped trimer (PPP) 

and linear trimers (PLP and LPL). The percentage of dopant ionization increased by 15 and 59% 

in the case of PCP and CPC respectively compared to that of the PPP. DFT calculations have 

shown that binding energy of DDQ with both CPC and PCP are the same and higher than that of 

 
 

Scheme 2. Scheme for the synthesis of Donors (±)9 (PCP) and (±, meso)-10 (CPC) and their precursors. 
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PPP. Also, DDQ residing on the non-strapped repeat unit is the highest percentage configuration 

(ca. 74%) and is the lowest energy (highest binding energy) configuration for both the strapped 

trimmers, supporting our hypothesis that by masking donor-repeat units of the donor-acceptor 

complex, the configuration can be controlled. 

Experimental  

All chemicals were used as purchased unless otherwise stated. The donor PPP and 

acceptor DDQ as well as 1,3-adamantane dicarboxylic acid were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, 

Alfa Aesar, Oakwood Chemical, or AK Scientific. The strapped trimers are synthesized 

following Scheme 2. Linear trimers are synthesized following Scheme S1 and S2 as shown in 

supporting information. Samples for UV-Vis spectroscopy of individual trimer and acceptor 

molecules were prepared in chloroform at a 

concentration of 10 M and spectra were measured at 

room temperature. Complexes were made by mixing 

separate solutions of donor and acceptor in chloroform 

(or tetrahydrofuran [THF] as stated) at room 

temperature so that final solutions were 5 mM in each 

donor and acceptor. Samples for ATR-IR were 

prepped in chloroform and were dried by a stream of 

nitrogen followed by high vacuum.  

Computational methods: All computations 

were done by the Gaussian 16 package.32 The 

individual trimers as well as DA configurations were 

optimized using density functional theory (DFT) at the 

 

 
 
Figure 1.  Single crystal X-ray thermal 

ellipsoid plots of (top) PCP ((±)-9) and 

(bottom) CPC ((±)-10) with thermal 

ellipsoids at 50% probability. Gray-C, 

yellow-S (hydrogens are omitted for clarity).  
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B3LYP/6-311G** level. A dispersion correction was added with GD3BJ. All local minima were 

confirmed by obtaining only real vibrational frequencies.  Time-Dependent Density Functional 

Theory (TD-DFT) was used to gain insight on the effect of DA configuration on the position of 

the charge transfer peak in the absorption spectra for all three charge transfer complexes. A long-

range corrected functional using the Coulomb attenuating method (CAM-B3LYP/6-311G** with 

added dispersion GD3BJ) 33-34 was used for TD-DFT using the B3LYP/6-311G** optimized 

geometries. Coordinates of optimized geometries are provided in the Supporting Information 

section. 

Results and Discussion 

In order to control the location of the DDQ along the 1,4-bis(phenylethynylene)benzene 

backbone, two adamantyl strapped 1,4-bis(phenylethynylene)benzene molecules, PCP and CPC, 

are synthesized. In the PCP the adamantyl strap is on the middle phenyl unit whereas in the CPC 

the adamantyl strap is on both the terminal phenyls. The adamantyl group masks the π-face of 

the phenyl and reduces the possibility of the DDQ to interact face-to-face on that side of the 

repeat unit. Also, the free rotation of the phenyl repeat unit around the trimer long axis forms an 

insulating sheath around the adamantyl 

containing repeat unit (Scheme 1). The 

insulating sheath reduces the possibility of 

DDQ to bind from the unmasked side of the 

cyclophane as well, thus overall reducing 

the binding energy with adamantyl-strapped 

repeat unit. This will enhance the binding of 

the DDQ at the non-strapped repeat units 

 
 
Figure 2. ATR-IR spectra of charge transfer 

complexes prepared from chloroform solution.  
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and provides a pathway to control the location of the acceptor along the trimer backbone. 

The PCP and CPC donors are synthesized as shown in Scheme 2. Sonogashira coupling 

of (±)-6a with phenylacetylene gave PCP in 66% yield. Sonogashira coupling of (±)-8 with 1,4-

diiodobenzene gave CPC with 69% yield. The adamantanocyclophane precursors (±)-6 through  

(±)-8 are synthesized following our previous reports.17, 35 The racemic adamantanocyclophanes 

are used in further steps without chiral resolution  hence the PCP is a racemic mixture and CPC 

is a mixture of enantiomers and meso compounds. The structure of the synthesized donors PCP 

((±)-9) and CPC ((±, meso)-10) were confirmed through NMR and single crystal X-Ray 

crystallography. PCP crystallized from chloroform into an orthorhombic crystal with the space 

group P212121 and CPC crystallized from chloroform into a triclinic crystal system with the 

space group P-1 (Figure 1 and Table S1). 

Donor-acceptor (DA) complexes were made by mixing separate solutions of donor and 

acceptor (1:1 ratio) in chloroform at room temperature. Concentrations of the donor and acceptor 

in the complex are 5 mM each. DA complexes are characterized using ATR-IR and UV-Vis 

absorption spectroscopy. The samples for FTIR are dried using a stream of nitrogen followed by 

high vacuum and are analyzed using ATR-IR 

(Figure 2 and Figure S1). Charge transferred 

to DDQ delocalizes over the carbonyls and 

alters their stretching frequency. Therefore, 

DDQ’s carbonyl stretch is used as a 

characteristic peak to study and confirm the 

DA complex formation in the literature.36-39 

In the case of aryl thiols, complexes with 

 
Figure 3. Normalized UV-vis absorbance spectra of 

trimers and DDQ in chloroform.  
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DDQ show a shift in the frequency of the C=O stretch compared to pristine DDQ, confirming the 

complex formation between the aryl thiols and DDQ.39 Similar to that, DDQ’s carbonyl stretch is 

shifted by ca. 5 cm-1 and appears at ca. 1675 cm-1 in all three complexes made with the trimers, 

indicating the formation of DA complex. In addition to the shift, there is also a change in the 

intensity of the 1690 cm-1 peak relative to the 1675 cm-1 peak indicating that the carbonyl has 

different chemical environment in all three complexes due to the difference in the donor 

architecture and DA configuration (vide infra).  

Next, to determine the impact of 

strapped-repeat units on DA complex 

formation, UV-Vis absorption spectra of 

the DA complexes were recorded. The 

absorption spectra of the donors, DDQ and 

DA complexes are shown in Figures 3 and 

4. The absorption maximum of the trimers 

increases by a few nm as the strapped-repeat units 

replace the phenyl groups. The PPP donor has an 

absorption maximum ca. 324 nm whereas the 

CPC donor has an absorption maximum ca. 337 

nm. Also, the shoulder peak position red shifts 

and the intensity increases as the number of 

strapped-repeat units increase in the donor. The 

absorption edge for both the strapped trimers 

(PCP and CPC) is 20 nm red shifted compared to that of PPP donor, indicating that their optical 

 
Figure 4. Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra of 

the charge transfer complexes in chloroform (only 

charge transfer peak is shown for clarity).  
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Figure 5. Job’s Plot for the PPP-DDQ charge 

transfer complexation in chloroform. 
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band gap is ca. 0.2 eV lower than that of unstrapped PPP. DDQ has a max ca. 390 nm with 

strong absorption below 300 nm.  

The absorption spectrum of the three DA complexes in chloroform is shown in Figure 4 

and Figure S2. All three DA complexes show a new absorption peak in the visible region (ca. 

650 nm), which is not present in the either the donors or acceptor at this concentration indicating 

that this peak is due to a charge transfer interaction between donor and acceptor. Previously it 

has been shown that p-terphenyl, three phenyls connected without a spacer, shows a charge 

transfer peak at ca. 635 nm with DDQ.40 Thus, the peak ca. 650 nm in all three DA complexes is 

assigned as the charge transfer peak. Since each trimer contains three aryl groups there is a 

possibility for each trimer to complex with more than one DDQ. In order to find the 

stoichiometry of the DA complexes, the formation of DA complex was analyzed using the 

method of continuous variation (Job’s Plot). Job’s plots are shown in Figure 5 and Figures S3 

and S4. For all three donors, the absorbance of the charge transfer peak is largest at the equal 

ratio of donor and acceptor, indicating that in all three trimers the DA complex is indeed a 1:1 

complex. 

The absorption maximum of the charge 

transfer peaks showed no clear trend, unlike 

the absorption maximum of individual donors. 

The absorption maximum of the charge 

transfer peak for the PPP-DDQ complex is ca. 

650 nm, whereas for the PCP-DDQ complex 

the charge transfer peak is red shifted about 10 

nm. In contrast, the charge transfer peak for 

 
 
Figure 6. Normalized UV-Vis absorption spectra of 

charge-transfer complexes in tetrahydrofuran.  
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the CPC-DDQ complex is blue shifted by 20 nm. The difference in the absorption maximum of 

charge transfer peak is attributed to the difference in DA configuration of each DA complex, 

which is further due to the presence of strapped-repeat units in donors.  

All three DA pairs exist as DA complex in chloroform, a non-polar solvent, and it is  

known that DA complexes dissociate into ionic complexes in polar solvents.41 In order to 

understand the impact of selectively masking the π-face of a few repeat units along the trimer on 

acceptor ionization, the DA complexes are synthesized in THF- a polar solvent. In THF all the 

three DA pairs show no absorption peaks ca. 650 nm but instead show two new peaks ca. 545 

and 590 nm (Figure 6 and Figure S5). This peak pattern is in reminiscent of the DDQ radical 

anion absorption spectrum.39, 42-43 Indeed, the absorption 

spectrum of chemically reduced DDQ (using NaI) in 

THF showed absorption peaks at ca. 545 and 585 nm. 

This suggests that all three DA pairs exist as DA 

complex in chloroform (a less-polar solvent) whilst they 

exist as charge separated species in THF (a more polar 

solvent). The polar nature of the THF solvent helps to 

stabilize the charge separated state that result in ionic 

species, as previously shown in the literature for other 

DA complexes.44 More importantly, the absorbance of 

the DDQ radical anion species increases as the number 

of strapped repeat units increases in the donor. The 

percent increase in DDQ ionization in strapped DA 

complexes relative to PPP-DDQ complex is determined using the equation shown in supporting 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Single crystal X-ray thermal 

ellipsoid plots (top) and photograph 

(bottom) of PPP-DDQ charge transfer 

complex crystal. Thermal ellipsoids at 

50% probability. Gray-C, red-O, green-Cl, 

blue-N (hydrogens are omitted for clarity). 

Scalebar is 100 μm. 
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information. The concentration of the DDQ radical anion increased by 15% and 59% when PCP 

and CPC are used as donors compared to PPP donor (Figure S5). The difference in dopant 

ionization could be due to the difference in the frontier energy levels.  

Two probe this, two control donor trimers (PLP and LPL also called as linear-trimers) 

analogous to the PCP and CPC but with the linear substituents are synthesized (Figure 8 and see 

Supplementary Information). Both PLP and LPL 

contain alkylthioether substituents in the place of 

adamantyl thioether substituents to keep the electronic 

nature of the strapped and the corresponding linear 

trimers the same. PLP and LPL are synthesized from 

commercially available molecules in a couple of steps 

as shown in the supporting information. Linear-trimer 

and DDQ complexes are prepared following the similar 

procedure discussed above. Both complexes showed a 

shift in the DDQ’s carbonyl stretch indicating the 

formation of DA complex (Figure S6). PLP and LPL 

have absorption similar to that of PCP. The Job’s plot 

of linear-trimers with DDQ confirms that both the complexes are formed in 1:1 ratio (Figure S6). 

PLP complex showed a charge transfer peak at 650 nm similar to that of the PCP complex. On 

the other hand LPL complex showed a broad charge transfer peak with maximum at 585 nm and 

a shoulder at 680 nm (Figure S6). LPL-DDQ complex ATR-IR showed a broad peak for 

carbonyl with a maximum at 1690 cm-1 (Figure S6). ATR-IR and UV-vis studies indicate that the 

LPL complexes differ in configuration and/or strength of complexation compared to rest of the 

 
Figure 8. (top) Chemical structures of 

linear control trimers, PLP and LPL; 

(bottom) non-normalized UV-vis 

absorption spectra of PLP-DDQ and 

LPL-DDQ complexes in tetrahydrofuran. 
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complexes. UV-vis spectra of both PLP and LPL complexes in THF showed peaks that are 

reminiscent of DDQ.- and the absorbance of this peak at 550 nm is used to determine the 

percentage DDQ ionization (Figure 8). Both the complexes showed relatively lower percentage 

(smaller by 15-20%) of DDQ ionization compared to PPP control complex. A direct comparison 

of linear trimer complexes with the analogous strapped trimer complexes show that strapped 

trimers result in higher percentage of DDQ ionization, 50% increase in the case of PLP to PCP 

and 80% increase in the case of LPL to CPC. Since the electronic structure of the substituents on 

the linear trimers and the bridges in the strapped trimers are similar, the increase in DDQ 

ionization from PPP to strapped trimers is attributed to the adamantyl straps and their location 

along the trimer. The adamantyl straps alter the configuration and strength of the trimer-DDQ 

complex resulting in higher DDQ ionization.  

Cyclic voltammetry of trimers was not successful (Figure S11). The frontier energy 

levels of the strapped trimers are estimated from the optical transitions of individual donors and 

charge transfer complexes together. The LUMO energy of the DDQ is reported to be at -4.3 

eV.45-46 The charge transfer peak in the DA complexes is due to the electronic transition from 

HOMO of the trimer to the LUMO of DDQ. The HOMO energies of the trimers are determined 

by combining the charge transfer transition value and the LUMO energy of the DDQ (Table S2). 

The optical properties of the individual trimers and DA complexes as well as the trimers’ frontier 

energy levels are comparable, thus the difference in dopant ionization is attributed to the 

difference in DA configuration.  

In order to determine the location of DDQ along the donor backbone, attempts were 

made to grow single crystal structures of DA complexes. Out of three complexes, only the PPP-

DDQ complex resulted in a cocrystal. The cocrystal is slightly disordered and exhibited a bright 
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green color similar to that of the charge transfer complexes in solution (Figure 7). The cocrystal 

is a triclinic system and has a P-1 space group. The molecules pack in a ratio of 1:2 PhPhPh to 

DDQ and have a π-π stacking distance of 3.35 Å. PPP and DDQ crystallize in a 1:2 ratio 

although the solution contains an equimolar mixture of both the components. This difference in 

component composition between solution and single crystals is previously observed in DA 

systems and depends on various factors including solvent, growth time, temperature, binding 

strength, and packing efficiency.47-48 Interestingly, in the cocrystal, the lengths of specific bonds 

changed relative to the lengths of neutral DDQ. In this case, the length of C-C bond between 

carbonyl carbon to the carbons with -Cl or -CN substituents shortened by 0.007 to 0.018 Å and 

only a slight increase (0.002 to 0.005Å) in the C=O bond length is observed. As expected, the 

change in bond lengths is relatively small compared to the bond length changes observed from 

DDQ to DDQ radical anion, indicating a partial charge transfer has occurred in the complex.49-53 

Many attempts were made to grow cocrystals of the strapped trimers (PCP and CPC) with DDQ 

but unfortunately, all attempts were futile. The racemic nature of the strapped trimers along with 

the possibility of having various DA complex configurations makes it difficult for them to co-

crystalize.  

 DFT calculations were used to gain insights on the role of having strapped repeat units at 

different locations along the trimer backbone on the location of the DDQ along the donor 

backbone as well as DA binding strength. The presence of strapped-repeat units on the trimer 

reduces the symmetry of the trimer and makes some of the DDQ complexation locations on the 

trimer non-degenerate, increasing the number of possible DA configurations. In addition to this, 

the conformation of the trimer as well as orientation of the DDQ along the trimer can be varied. 

Thus, the number of possible DA configurations is higher for strapped trimers compared to 
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unstrapped PPP. PPP-DDQ complexes are optimized by placing the DDQ on the central and 

terminal phenyl ring (Figure 9). In addition, orientation of the DDQ on the PPP is also varied by 

keeping the carbonyls either along or orthogonal to the PPP long axis. The four key optimized 

configurations for PPP-DDQ complex are shown in Figure 9. Binding energies for each of these 

configurations was calculated and are shown in Table 1.  The relative binding energy i.e., the 

difference in binding energy of a configuration compared to the most stable configuration is also 

 
Figure 9. Four key configurations of PPP-DDQ that are optimized with DFT-B3LYP/6-311G** 

calculations.  
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shown in Table 1. The Boltzmann factor is also calculated for each configuration and is used to 

determine the percentage of each configuration. The PPP-DDQ-1 configuration where the DDQ 

is located over the top of central phenyl ring with carbonyls orthogonal to the donor axis (Figure 

9a) has the highest computed binding energy and its percentage in the composition is ca. 49%. 

The simulated PPP-DDQ-2 configuration, a configuration similar to that of the single crystal X-

ray structure, has lower computed binding energy than the PPP-DDQ-1 by ca.1 kcal/mol 

nonetheless; it exists ca. 31% in the composition. The DA configuration in simulations is driven 

by the maximum interaction and binding energy. On the other hand, in the single crystal 

structure the configuration is determined by the packing efficiency in addition to the binding 

energy.  

Table 1. Binding energy and optical transitions of optimized PPP-DDQ charge transfer configurations. 

System 
BE a 

(kcal/mol) 
∆BEr

b 
(kcal/mol) 

BF c 
% 

Configuration 
λCT

d 
(nm) 

𝑓w
 e 

PPP-DDQ-1 19.29 0 2 49 % No peak -- 

PPP-DDQ-2 18.6 0.69 1.27 31 % No peak -- 

PPP-DDQ-3 18.28 1.01 0.66 16 % 759 0.023 

PPP-DDQ-4 17.41 1.88 0.17 4 % 658 0.018 
aBE (binding energy, BE= -(Ecomplex- Edonor- EDDQ); b∆BEr: relative binding energy (∆BEr=BE (most 

stable configuration)- BE(complex)); cBF: Boltzman factor (BF= g*e-ΔBEr/RT where g describes the 

degeneracy of each energy level; ∆BEr: relative binding energy of the complex); dCT: Calculated 

charge transfer transition; eƒw weighted oscillator strength: BF x calculated oscillator strength.  

 

 
 
Figure 10. DA configurations having highest binding energy for each DA complex.  
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The binding energy and DA configuration for strapped trimers are also determined 

following a similar protocol as discussed above. The key difference in the case of PCP and CPC 

trimers is that more configurations are optimized as the number of possible locations and 

orientations increases due to reduced symmetry. For example, in the case of CPC either both the 

adamantyls can be on same side (U shape conformer) or they can be on opposite sides (Z shape 

conformer). The CPC crystallizes in the Z shape conformation but in solution it can access all the 

possible conformations since the repeat units are linked through ethynyl linkers. Hence both the 

conformers of CPC are used to simulate various possible DA configurations. Simulated DA 

configurations of strapped trimers that show the highest computed binding energy (PCP-DDQ-1 

and CPC-DDQ-1) are shown in Figure 10. Similar to the case of the PPP, there are other possible 

Table 2. Binding energy and optical transitions of optimized PCP-DDQ charge transfer 

configurations 

System 
BE a  

(kcal/mol) 
∆BEr

b  
(kcal/mol) 

BF c 
% 

Configuration 
λCT

d 
(nm) 

𝑓W
 e 

PCP-DDQ-1 23.66 0 2 73 % 586, 489 0.366, 0.038 

PCP-DDQ-2 23.48 0.18 0.74 27 % 
728, 543, 

487 
0.0016, 

0.038, 0.002 

PCP-DDQ-3 19.71 3.95 0.002 < 0.1 % 675, 567 0, 0 

PCP-DDQ-4 19.12 4.54 0.001 < 0.1 % 695, 567 0, 0 

PCP-DDQ-5 19.08 4.58 0 - 644, 519 0, 0 

PCP-DDQ-6 18.83 4.83 0.001 < 0.1 % 771, 551 0, 0 

PCP-DDQ-7 17.63 6.03 0 - None None 
aBE (binding energy, BE= -(Ecomplex- Edonor- EDDQ); b∆BEr: relative binding energy (∆BEr=BE (most 

stable configuration)- BE(complex)); cBF: Boltzman factor (BF= g*e-ΔBEr/RT where g describes the 

degeneracy of each energy level; ∆BEr: relative binding energy of the complex); dCT: Calculated 

charge transfer transition; eƒw weighted oscillator strength: BF x calculated oscillator strength. 
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DA configurations for both the strapped trimers with computed binding energies closer to the 

most stable configuration and these are shown in Figures S7 and S8. The relative binding energy, 

Boltzmann factor, and percent contribution for each configuration are calculated and are shown 

in Tables 2 and 3. Surprisingly, the binding energy for most stable configuration of both the 

strapped trimers is higher by 4 kcal/mol compared to PPP. Also, interestingly in both the highest 

computed binding energy configurations, the DDQ is on the unmasked-phenyl ring but not on 

the strapped-repeat units indicating that masking the π-face has a significant role in DA complex 

configuration as well as binding energy. Moreover, the percentage of the configurations where 

the DDQ is on the unmasked phenyl ring is at least 73% and 74% for PCP and CPC respectively, 

Table 3. Binding energy and optical transitions of optimized CPC-DDQ charge transfer configurations 

System 
BE a  

(kcal/mol) 
∆BEr

b 
(kcal/mol) 

BF c 
% 

Configuration 
λCT

d 𝑓W
 e 

CPC-DDQ-1 23.66 0 2 38 % 751, 563, 526 
0.024, 0.001, 

0.006 

CPC-DDQ-2 23.63 0.03 1.9 36 % 
720, 533, 508, 

448 
0.08, 0.01, 
0.005, 0.02 

CPC-DDQ-3 22.77 0.89 0.23 4 % 649, 512, 492 
0.016, 0.002, 

0.001 

CPC-DDQ-4 22.6 1.06 0.36 7 % 640, 545, 466 
0.002, 0.02, 

0.001 

CPC-DDQ-5 22.6 1.06 0.36 7 % 639, 557, 471 
0.006, 0.016, 

0.001 

CPC-DDQ-6 22.45 1.21 0.27 5 % 640, 545 0.002, 0.014 

CPC-DDQ-7 21.6 2.06 0.06 1 % 746, 576, 475 
0.001, 0.002, 

0.001 

CPC-DDQ-8 21.44 2.22 0.05 1 % 742, 576, 475 
0.001, 0.001, 

0.001 

CPC-DDQ-9 20.36 3.3 0.04 1 % 547 0 

CPC-DDQ-10 20.18 3.48 0.06 1 % 646, 566 0.008, 0.0003 

CPC-DDQ-11 14.93 8.73 0 - 635, 552, 493 0, 0, 0 
aBE (binding energy, BE= -(Ecomplex- Edonor- EDDQ); b∆BEr: relative binding energy (∆BEr=BE (most stable 

configuration)- BE(complex)); cBF: Boltzman factor (BF= g*e-ΔBEr/RT where g describes the degeneracy 

of each energy level; ∆BEr: relative binding energy of the complex);  dCT: Calculated charge transfer 

transition; eƒw weighted oscillator strength: BF x calculated oscillator strength.  
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clearly highlighting the DDQ’s preference for unmasked phenyl groups along the strapped 

trimers backbone.  

The adamantyl straps mask the π-face of the repeat unit and direct the DDQ toward the 

unstrapped repeat unit 

compared to the bare PPP. In 

order to determine if the 

substituents electronic nature 

has a role on directing the DDQ 

towards the unsubstituted 

repeat units the binding 

energies of the configurations 

of the complexes between 

linear trimers and DDQ are computed. Configuration and binding energies of the linear trimer-

DDQ complexes are calculated by placing the DDQ on unsubstituted or substituted repeat units 

with two different (DDQ) orientations similar to the case of strapped trimers (Figure S9 and 

S10). Boltzmann factors and percent weights of the configurations are determined as discussed 

above and are shown in Figure S9 and S10. In the case of both the linear trimers the DDQ is 

located on the middle repeat unit irrespective of the location of the substituents unlike the 

strapped trimers (Scheme 3). The percentage of the configuration with DDQ on the middle 

phenyl units is ca. 64% and 96% for PLP and LPL respectively. The binding energy of the most 

stable configurations of the linear trimers-DDQ complex is higher than that of the bare PPP-

DDQ complex but lower than the strapped trimers. The computations confirm that DDQ has 

slight preference for the middle phenyl unit over the terminal phenyl unit of the PPP, whereas 

 
 

Scheme 3. Percentage of the weights of configuration of linear 

trimer-DDQ complexes wherein the DDQ is located on the 

middle or terminal repeat units. Blue and red color arrows 

indicate most and least accessible locations for DDQ along the 

trimer backbone.  
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DDQ has higher preference for the middle phenyl unit in the case of linear trimers irrespective of 

the location of the substituents. Only in the case of strapped trimers the DDQ is it directed 

toward the unsubstituted phenyl repeat units providing the control over the dopant location. 

Thus, strapped trimers exhibit strong binding interactions with DDQ compared to the analogous 

control molecules, and strapped trimers and therefore are useful to direct the DDQ to the desired 

location along the trimer by controlling the location of the adamantyl straps along the trimer 

backbone. 

Since the binding energies of different configurations are close, each of them may coexist 

in the solution and contribute to the UV-vis absorption spectrum. So, the UV-vis absorption 

pattern for each configuration is computed and the contribution of each of these configurations to 

the UV-vis absorption spectrum is computed by multiplying each configurations’ Boltzmann 

factor with the charge transfer peak oscillator strength (Tables 1-3). We are gratified to see that 

the simulated charge transfer peak positions are close, within 80 nm, to the experimentally 

observed charge transfer peak positions (Figure 11). The gap between the simulated and 

experimental charge transfer peak position are common in the literature.54 The presence of 

simulated charge transfer peaks within the 80 nm of experimentally observed charge transfer 

 
 
Figure 11. Experimental (dotted line) UV-Vis absorption spectra is overlaid with theoretical transitions 

(solid line) calculated from TD-DFT with CAM-B3LYP/6-311G**. 
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peak position gives confidence in the simulated DA configurations.  

In the case of PPP the location of DDQ is driven by the thermodynamics of complexation 

and DDQ residing on the middle phenyl repeat unit is the highest contributing configuration. On 

the other hand, in the case of the strapped trimers, the presence of strapped repeat units makes 

some of the locations less favorable for DDQ to bind. The location of the DDQ is driven by the 

location of the strapped repeat unit(s) in addition to the thermodynamics of complexation. In the 

highest contributing configuration of PCP-DDQ system, unlike the PPP-DDQ system, DDQ is 

located on the terminal phenyl repeat units that have no strapped units but not on the middle 

phenyl repeat unit. In the highest contributing configuration of CPC-DDQ system, DDQ is also 

located on the non-strapped phenyl repeat unit, which is the middle phenyl repeat unit CPC. 

Even though not all the locations are available in strapped trimers, we are gratified to see that the 

available binding locations result in higher binding energy configurations as well as higher 

dopant ionization than that of the unmasked DA complex (PPP-DDQ). DDQ is directed towards 

the middle phenyl units in the case of linear trimers-DDQ complexes even though both the linear 

and strapped trimers contain similar type of substituents. This indicates that selectively masking 

a few of the repeat units along the trimer enhances the percentage of dopant ionization. Within 

the strapped trimers the percentage of dopant ionization depends on the location of the masked 

repeat units along the trimer and highlights the importance of controlling the DA configuration to 

realize higher dopant ionization. So far in the literature electronic rich/deficient substituents have 

been used to control the DA interaction strength and dopant ionization but there are no reports on 

controlling the DA configuration. Herein, we show that the cycloalkyl straps provide control 

over the DA configuration and enhance the dopant ionization.  For thermoelectric device related 
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applications the high doping efficiency in thinfilms is required, our future work focuses toward 

this including the optical properties of the CT complexes in thinfilms.   

 

Conclusions 

It is known that masking the π-face of the polymers hinders interchain interactions as 

well as reduces photoinduced charge transfer from polymer to an acceptor. Herein, we show that 

by selectively masking the π-face of few repeat units in the donor, the location of the acceptor 

along the donor backbone as well as the DA binding strength is controllable. In case of the PPP 

donor, trimer with no strapped-repeat units, acceptor prefers to interact with the middle phenyl 

repeat unit and this more prevalent in the case of linear trimers. In the case of the strapped 

donors, the location of the acceptor is driven the by the location of the strapped repeat units in 

addition to the DA interaction strength. Based on DFT calculations DDQ prefers to interact with 

the non-strapped phenyls and the percentage of these configurations is at least 74%. Surprisingly, 

strapped donors result in stronger DA complexes with DDQ. More importantly, one of the 

strapped donors resulted in 59% higher ionization of DDQ compared to the unstrapped PPP 

donor. A comparison between strapped and linear trimers clearly indicated that the enhanced 

percentage of DDQ ionization is due to the selective masking of the pi-face. Thus, the π-face 

masking opens a new pathway to control the location of the dopant and obtain higher dopant 

ionization. Control over these factors has significant impact on the organic electronics that deals 

with both electronic rich and poor components including light emitting diodes, solar cells and 

thermoelectrics. 
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Synthesis, characterization details, and DFT calculation details are included in the supplementary 

information. 
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